To the student

Macmillan English Grammar In Context has been written to make grammar more interesting than other books on the market. We hope you find it enjoyable as well as useful. If you are studying at home, the units can be covered in any order but the exercises within each unit have been graded. If you find some exercises difficult, read the presentation page again. The extension activities and Review offer the opportunity of further practice.

To the teacher

Unlike many other grammar books, Macmillan English Grammar In Context puts grammar into context. The aim is to encourage students. Actually, English grammar is simpler than Russian grammar. You will find here a simple and practical approach to English grammar that has been useful to many learners of English. We hope that it will be useful to you too. English grammar is very briefly described in Brief Overview of Grammar. The materials in the subsections of the section Grammar describe important issues of English grammar in detail. Essential Grammar in Use: A Self-Study Reference and Practice Book for Elementary Students of English, With Answers, by Raymond Murphy, Second Edition, 1997 (red cover). A classic grammar that covers everything a beginning student needs. The book is organized very well, with good vocabulary in the exercises. A self-study reference and practice book for intermediate students of English with answers. THIRD. EDITION.

Regarding the production of this third edition, I am grateful to Alison Sharpe, Liz Driscoll, Jane Mairs and Kamae Design. I would also like to thank Cambridge University Press for permission to access the Cambridge International Corpus. Thank you also to the following illustrators: Paul Fellows, Gillian Martin, Roger Penwill, Lisa Smith and Simon Williams. To the student. This book is for students who want help with English grammar. It is written for you to use without a teacher. English Grammar in Use Third Edition. This is a new edition of and the second edition are: The differences between this edition.